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I This report was prepared by Aerojet -erneral Corporation. Downey

California. on Air Force Contract AF 04(611)-10919, which supportts
the USAF Solid Propellant Hazards Study Program (Project
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A correlation is reported that evaluAtep the toe by the Aerojet
detonation model of the modified Jones kcod ,. to desct.ýbe' non-
ideal detonation characteristics of, solid-con posite propellant.

IAn analysis of the perturbation of the detona ion proces~s in hollow
cylindrical charges is presented. The critit &I geometries of,
triangular and rectangular columns ha4e b. -& ioutid to be 95%/ andI94% of the critical diameter,, rospecti'veiv. rho pseudocriftcal
geometries (defined in this report) for C~kcu *L;-Core and crosb-
core hollow cylinders both are 88% of the tical diameter. TheIHugoniot of AAB-32Z5 propellant (adu~tcr~ite I propellant containing
7. 1%Y RDX) is reported. A generalized expri stion for the effective
grain radius has been developed. Correct values of the'peak
overpressure data from the two, larte crtic I diameter tests
of unadulterated propellant, (72-1 -and 60-i n. tameter),ard re-
ported. Progress has been made indeterm'zri 'up the effects of
several processing parameters on the qualit ý''of cast porous
propellant., Techniques to measure the surf *'ce area of cracked

I propellant samples are being eval~uaied.
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1. IN'rRODUCTIUN

iThin qujai-terly rcpcrt i~th-e Vnifth rbf a series of reports partially ful-15
filling Contract AF 04(611)-10919, Large Solid -Propellant Boosters
Explosive Hazard. Study Prograrn. The purpose of this program is to
gain a~dditional knowledge and to develop new techniques, for analyzing
the explosive hazAvd and damage potential of large solid-propellant

rocket motors.,

The objectives of thi s program are: (1) to determine the influence of
grainl shape oil propellant detonability arid sensitivity, ()to determine

the critical diameter of a typical solid-composi'te rocket-motor
propellant,, (3) to determire what changes a solid-propellant grain

Jmight undergo when expobed to operational mishaps, and (4) to developI
method's to uirinulate'and characterize the we changes.

Z.~ w SU "AY ha

A. correlati.on hsbeen made to deternine the validity of applying thej
madified 3ones detonation model in developing the Aerojet model for
criticall diarneteil as a function of RDX content. The results indicate

that comnplete correlation will require analyese of detonation, velocity I
yo diaxm~ter data from more than one adulterated propellant for Imulation.
Thei!s 4ats, arejnot yet available, but they will be acquired fromn, the
car d-gap a Onsitivity te stsa that will be c ondu~cted unde r thi s pr ogram4

The al~nor'rna1, detoniation behavior of shock-initiated hollow cylindricalc
s.ampl#~s a~peaas to be caused by deflagra'tive' erosion of the inner
surface of the, sa~mples, owing to the high-velocity jet that is formed in
the perforation by Mach interaction of -the shock waves produ~ced by the
detonating material.,1

14' The critical geometries of solid triangular cplumxis and rectangular
slabs are 9516 and 94% of the critical diameter, respectively.I

Thi44pseudocritical geometries of circular-core and cross-core hollowj
cylinders both are 8816 of the critical diameter.

The'Hug oniot of AAB_ 3Z25 (7, 1% RDX) adulterated propellant is P
6Z.75 nk Z 7.38 1A, The correct Hugoniot for AAB-3189 is P
47.80 IL + .2Z.18 Iin. This correction of the H-ugoniot reported in
SOPHY 1 in facilitaited by an improvement in the method by whichi the
data are reduced.I
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radius, which is used in the detonation model. The new expression will

handle hot-spot initiation sites of any type, number, and size.

Peak overpressure data from the 72-in.-diameter critical-diameter
test (CD-96) and the 60-in. -diameter critical-diameter test (CD-98)
have been corrected. Their final values are reported.

Progress in the synthesis and analysis ,of porous and crac,ýked propellant
is discussed. Various processing parameters are evaluated regarding
their influence on the quality of porous propellant.

3. THEORY OF '.[AUTiCAL GEOMETRY

3. 1 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION - PHASE I SUBTASKS

3. 1. 1 Variance zlnd Mean Critical Geonietry
(Subtask 3.2. 1*)

The tests specifically designated for this Plibtask were completed
earlier in the year. The analyses of their results were reported
in the preceding quarterly report (Reference 2). The statistical estimate
of the mean critical diameter was 2. 66 in. , for an adulterated AP-
PBAN propellant that contains 9. 2 % by weight RDX (Aerojet formulation
A-AB-3189), Data .from SOPHY I, Contract AF 04(611)-9945, and SOPHY II
Contract AF 04(611)-10919, were combined to yield this value of the
mean critical diameter. The average stanidard deviation of the data
was 0. 08 In., which contf,ý.ned the within-batch Standard deviation of
0. 04 in. and the between-batch standard deviation of 0, 07 in.

Since AAB-3189 is used in several subtasks of this program, additlonal
critical-diameter data are available from the batch-control tests,
which were performed with samples from each propellant batch. For
example, in the cr itical geometry subtask .(Phase Z, Subtask 3. 3. Z) the
accuracy of the theory is estimated by comparing the critical geometry
of each of several shapes w'ith the critical diameter of the propellant

*Subtask number corret.,ponds to the paragraph number in the program

plan (Reference 1), which locates the description of that particular
series of tests.

~b
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used. It is necessary, therefore, to obtain an estimate of the critical
diameter from each batch. More precisely, it must be assures tnat
the propellant does not significantly differ from prior batches of the
same iormulation. To establish Lhis, ill C.iat baCtAA thcrarc•inc.udd..

eight solid-cylindrical batch-control samples of which two in each
batch have nominal diameters of 2. 56, 2. 63, 2. 69, and 2. 75 in.

I Propellant Batch 4EH-108, which included triangular samples for the
critical geometry subtask and hollow cylinders for the jetting phenomena
study' (Subtask 3. 2. 4), had a critical diameter of 2. 73 in. This value,3

is consistent with the estimates derived from the previous data. Com-
bining the results of the Batch 4EH-108 tests with all previous data
changes the estimated mean critical diameter of AAB-3189 to 2. 69 in.,
but does not affect the estimate of the standard deviation of 0. 08 in.

Batches 4EH-109 and -110 contained samples for the critical geometry
subtask (rectangular cross-section and hollow cylinders). The results
of the batch-control tests from batches were negative; i. e., no
detonation occurred in samples of up to 2. 75 in. nominal diameter.
These batches differ significantly from all previously tested batches of

AAB-3189. The critical diameters of these two batches were found by
testing larger diameter. samples, which were prepared by turning down
several samples that were originally destined for use in Subtask
3.3. .* The critical diameter of Batch 4EH-109 was found to be
between 2.95 and 3. 00 in. The critical diameter of Batch 4EH-110 was

- between 2. 90 and 2, 95 in.

- Careful study of the batch mixing records does not show cause for the
anomalous behavior of these batches. Since the samples cast were
destinfod for use in the critical geometry subtask, they were allowed
to qualify far testing because the test results could be compared to the
individual critical diameters of these batches and they did not need to be
compared directly with data obtained from other AAB-3189 tests.

The results of the batch-control tests for Batches 4EH-108, -109, and[ -1!0 are shown in Table 1.

[
*These samples had already been cast when the decision was made to

not perform this subtask, because of the positive results of
Subtask 3. 2.3 (Section 3. 1, 3). Therefore their alteration does not[ affect the SOPHY U program.

I
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Table 1. Batch-Control Tests, AAB-3189 Propellant.

I*[ p.~ci IDa•.e e_ Tet

No. (in. ) Result No.

4EH-108 2. 55 Nc -Go 3. 2. 1. 1754EH-108 2.I54 No-Go 3.2. 1. 176
4EH-108 2. 6Z No-Go 3.2. 1. 177
4EH-108 2. 62 No-Go 3. 2. 1. 178
4EH-108 z. 67 No-Go 3. 2. 1. 179
4EH-108 z. 67 No-Go 3. 2. 1. 180
4EH-108 2. 73 Go 3. 2. 1. 181
4EH-108 2.74 No-Go 3.2. 1. 181

I4EH-109 . 73 No-Go 3.Z.1. 183

4EH-109 2. 73 No-Go 3. 2. 1. 184
4EH-109 2.80 No-Go 3.2. 1. 1874EH-109 2. 90 No-Go 3.2. 1. 188

4EH-109 2. 95 No-Go 3. 2.1 1914EH-109 2 3.00 Go 3. 2. 1. 198

4EH- 10 2.73 No-Go 3.2. 1. 185
4EH-110 2.73 No-Go 3.2. 1. 186
4EH-1 10 .7 No-Go 3. 2. 1. 186

E1-10 Z. 90 N~ ... 8
4EH-110 2.95 Go 3. 2. 1. 190 py

I
I

I
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3. 1. Z Mean Critical Diameter and Variance
(Subtask 1. 2. Z)

3 ICritical diameter determinations for AAB-3225, which is an AP-PBAN
W propellant adulterated with 7. i % by weight RDX, exhibiied i VrV4LLUiL

similar to that found with AAB-3189 (Section 3. 1. 1). The critical
diameters of Batches 4EH-44 was 5. 21 in., 4EH-107 was 5. 25 in.
and 4EH-84 was 6. 36 in. The average densities of these batches were
1. 735, 1. 724, and 1, 729 gm/cc, respectively. No indication of mixing
or casting differences between batches was discovered. Since the
density data do not correlate with the critical-diameter data, the
difficulty has not been resolved. However, because of the agreement i
between Batches 4EH-44 and -107, it was concluded that Batch 4EH-84
was not representative of the AAB-3225 formulation.

SThe use of this type of propellant in the verification tests (Subtask 3.3.3)
and in the sensitivity tests (Subtask 3. 3. 5) will provide further data by
which the true critical diameter may be chosen. The verification tests
include batch-control samples. The sensitivity tests Include samples
of 6-in. diameters and larger.

3. 1. 3 Detonation Velocity as a Function of Size
(Subtask 3. 2. 3)

The Jones theory (Reference 3), originally developed to describe the
nonldeal detonation behavior of explosives, was needed in the develop-
ment of the SOPHY detonation model to describe the variation in critical
diameter of an RDX-adulterated composite propellant with changes in
RDX content (Reference 4). The experimental data used to guide the
development of the model were obtained in tests with samples having
diameters nearly the same as the critical diameters. Data are needed
regarding the variation of detonation velocity for different shapes over
a large range of sizes to teat the ability of the Jones theory and the
model to describe the nonideal detonation behavior of composite pro-
pellants. These data also will be used to determine the relationship13i• between detonation velocity, reaction-zone thickness, and size as a
function of sample shape.

Detonation-velocity and conductance -azone measurements for AAB-3189
propellant were reported in Reference 2. It was stated that the thick-
ness of the highly ionized region following the shock wave in composite

i propellant may be greater than the reaction zone itself. Since the probe
instrumentation was providing data on the thickness of this conductance
zone, no actual measure of the reaction-zone thickness was achieved if
this interpretation is correct.

3
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An alternative method to evaluate the use of the modified Jones theory
xn-v6vLz v -- ,Is A a. Iipo of

calculations have been made to judge the correlation between measured
Anti neplict.d diameters as functions of detonation velocity. The
analysis is applied to two shapes: the circular cylinders and the square
columns.

The Aerojet detonation model (Reference 4) is expressed by

d charge diameter

Kj =thethoeCntant eoein oethe Jones expression, left unspecified !

dad =average RDX particle diameter,"

G= a constant, unspecified

f wt fraction RDXric =equivalent wt fraction RDX for other initiation sites

D =D detonation velocity

B linear burning rate of ammonrum perchiorate (AP)

Di = ideal detonation velocity

The AP burning rate can be expressed as a function of Tl, the surface

temperature or the regressing AP, by

B = a, 10 T, expe(-il,5i0e T) (2)

and T by
5

fT = 1wt 4 +l 8 .4 o - 0137 fai (3)

IJ

c qiaetw rcinRXfrohriiito ie
Dý- deoato elct
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where po Is the AP bulk denailty. Thus d can be related uniquely to D

if dRDX ana i are iixed , ; =::, I._-_ I -an be written

i~ -- a< '. I(4)

where

=314Kh K (5)

and

g(f) = B (6)

Therefore with D, d data, and an estimate of Di it is possible to com-
pute g(f) from Equations 2, 3, and 6. ,I the detonation model is
applicable to nonideal detonation, a plot of d vs g(f) should produce a
straight line with slope K.

The indicated correlation was carried out for AAB-3189 propellant,
usins data obtained under this subtask (reported in Reference Z) for
'both crcular cylinders and square columns. A computer program
carried out the computations of Equations 2. 3, and 6 and determined
K by two' methodS: (1) by calculating the best value (denoted Kc) from
the critical dimension and the critical detonation velocity estimates,
and (2) by computing the least-squares best fit, denoted 1, from all the
data. Equation 4 could possibly be fit best with an additive constant,
so a third value of K (denoted K*) was calculated for a fit to

d = K* g(f) + C* (7)

where C* is the finite intercept.

The results of these calculations are shown in Table 2. The "residual

variance" estimates give a measure of how well the "best" values of K
actually fit the data. Table 2 reveals that the fit of Equation 7 is
considerably superior to that of Equation 4. Although there are no
residual variance estimates for Equation 4 using the critical values, a
plot of g(f) vs d (and s, the side of the square columns) using Kc yields a
poor fit to the data. It may be assumed, therefore, that the best
correlation of the nonideal detonation data for AAB-3189 is represented
by Equation 7.

Wi
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Table 2. Correlation of Aerojet Detonation Mod ai i,r th Nnyw4.n^= P^";

for AAB -3 189 Propellant.

I SQUARE COLUMNS

Resaidu~alI Slope 1untcrc ptVariance
Equation(i.(n2

a g (f) K .0- 05.3

S g (f). 08B lo-x---c c c

=K* g(i) +C* K* 18. 8x 10 C*=.. 0. 009Z

__________________________________________________________ jA'I CIRCULAR CYLINDCR;

Slope I1iterc ept Resridual,
Equation (in.) (in.,)(o

--

d If K 11.2 x 10 4  2.01

-4
d' K g y) K 8. 73 x10

C CC cc

Id =K* g(f) +- C*' K*23'. 3x 10- C*~ 18 0. 197'
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Since this correlation differs frown the assumed form (Equation 4),

Sit is desirable to determine irs icxei w;z .. ,m. 11-8

to fit the critical diameter vs wt Iractiod RDX data generated on
%Contract AF U4("61' 9 ,R ' fc.ence 4). At ceitical conditions,
Equation 7 becomes

C CSd c= K* gc(f) + C* 8

However, since it was shown that dc is linearly dependent on (I/f + c)1/3
(Reference" 4) K* or C* may depend on (L/f+c)1/3. Therefore, in
the, general case,

11/3

K* + + K*Z (9)

h , [K*, C*If + C* 1 ](re 'on [Knt ntf) ] (11)

SSubstituting Equations 9 and 10 into Equation 8 gives, after 'rearranging,

\1/3

Combining Equations 1 and 6. at the critical case, gives

d1/K gc(f)(12)

I4 J

I
I .. . ..
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For Equations 11 and 12 to be compatible the followina rnunt ho trilo

K-; g(i)i =u'G g' Mc(f) (13) ..
S1/2

K*2 M•f) + c* 4 1 (14)

Since K3 ., dRDX, and G are constants, Equations 9, 10. 13. and 14
state that K* 1 , K*Z. C* 1 , and C*z depend onlyon gc(f). However, since
it was found that gc(f) is itself a constant independent of f (Reference 4),
the equations require that K* 1 . K , C*GI, and C* 2 be constants also
independent of f. To determine if Equations 13 and 14 are satisfied, it
is necessary to specify all these constants. However examination of
Equations 9 and 10 shows that this cannot be done until other values of
K* and C* are determined at othe, f's.

It may be concluded that the correlation found with Equation 7 is not
inconsistent with the Aerojet detonation model if the compatibility
conditions are met. When additional D vs d data become available from
the tests in Subtask 3. 3. 5 a correlation can be attempted and new
values of K* and C* can be determined. With this information and the
data in Table 2, Equations 9 and 10 can be used to solve explicitly for
K* 1 ' K* 2 1 C*1 , and C* 2 . These values can then be substituted into Equa-
tions 13 and 14 to test compatibility. The values of the right-hand sides of
Equation 13 and 14 and of gc(f) are known from the prior dc-vs-f studies.
It should be noted that "Equations 13 and 14 must be satisfied for values
of the constants determined from any pair of K*, C* data and must
therefore hold for all RDX contents from 0 < f. _ 0. 10 11 the Aerojet
model is to be generally valid for nonideal detonation.

As noted above, the data in Table 2 show that the best correlation for
solid squares is represented by Equation 7. Since dc4 nd . differ, a
comparison of the results for cylinders and squares can be made by
dividing Equation 7 (with the appropriate constants) by dc and sc
respectively. This leads to

d -4
8;- .63 x 10- g(f) -'1. 81 5

d C

-_ _ .. .... •._ _ _• .1 j'---i--• , ,
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f ._I for cylinders, and

U
-= 7. r, r% 0 aMf I, 1A.1]J

3 
1c )

'for solid squares.

Although these equatio's are now on an equivalent basis, and the res-
pective constants are c,,Ler to each other than those in Table 2, it still
Is beleved that significant differences bcLween them do exist. Thus, it
appears that even if Equation I is valid, for the same reasons
discussed with respect to cylinders, the Jones theory cannot be applied
directly to solid squares unless a value of Ki different from that deter-
mined for cylinders, is used in Equation 1. However, as D vs s data
Sfor propellant other than AAB-3189 become, available, a more definitive
determination of the applicability of the Jones theory to solid squares
will be possible.*
3. 1. 4 Jetting Phenomena Study (Subtask 3. 2. 4)

Streak-camera observations of previous critical geometry tests of
'hollow cylindrical samples showed that an abrupt cessation of an
apparently steady detonation occurs at somr point along the length of

L the sample (Reference 4). The location of this point appeared to be
determined by the web thickness of the grain, when the results obtained[ for only one propellant formulation were analyzed. Since it is
observed that a high-velocity jet is produced in the core of an end-
initiated hollow cylinder, the responsibility for the anomalous behavior
of hollow cylindrical samples may be ascribed to effects caused by the
jetting phenomenon. Therefore.this subtask consists of a series of tests
designed to investigate the manner in which jetting affects the deto-
nation reaction of hollow cylinders. These tests include studies of the
effect of core diameter (ID), and sample length, and web thickness on
the behavior of hollow cylinders.

3. 1.4. 1 Effect of Core Diameter

-- L Hollow samples, cast from AAB-3189 propellant, having web thickness
equal to 1.4 in. were prepared in several sizes in which only the ID
varied. Core diameters of 0. 06, 0. 1Z, 0. 25, 0. 50, 0. 80, 1. 5, and

S3. 0 in. were chosen. All sample lengths were four times the OD. The
samples were instrumented with four sets of ionization probes in circuit

I
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with four rasteroscillographs to obtain distance'-tirne data un the
reactive shock wave and the jet. Three sets of probes p1acea in the
propellant gather the data at radial positions 1/4-, l/Z-, and 3/4-web

in from the outside oi the samnpleb. T 11 c fuutIh riet of prhcbc Mlonr.torr
the travel of the jet along the charge axis. Figure 1 shows the test
setup.

A. 1-in. -thick Plexiglas plate is placed between the Composition B
booster and the propellant acceptor. The Plexiglas attenuates the
velocity of the' shock wave entering the acceptor. This allows better
resolution of the initial behavior, of the reactive shock w;aye in th'il pro-
pellant by preventing its being m~asked by the normal attenuation of a
highly overboostered initiating wave in the acceptor, which. would occur 4
if the booster charge were plat. ad directly on -the propellant sample.
The' Plexiglas barrier also prevents the b~oosterý shock wave fruran
forming a jet in the hollow acceptor before the propellant detonation
reaction produces its jet, The 1-in, thick attenuator does nAot reduoe'
the shock pressure below the minimum lIevel required to initiate
detonation in these sample s.A"

The specific purpose of thes9e tests was to determnonethe influence of, the
ID on the location of the point along thelcharge length wh~ere detonation
ceases. It is of interest to learn whether a minimum core diameter
exists below which the jet has no effect on the prbpella~nt brihaviol' and j
whether a max~i mi~m core, diameter of reasona'ble prioportions'ýx~iste ,

above which the jet has no effect on the propellant behavior. 'The 3-in. -

ID (the maximu~m qore size tested) is not the larg'est thatX ý44.be tested
in this program In'the verification tests (Subtas'k 3. .3. anpeI
with 6..in. ID are included, which~ wili piermit further evaluia'n of thý
effect of core size.

Ito

The distance-vs -time data were reduced for plotting the dt~onati t,"
velocity vs distance along the sample at each ra"dial di staric e int6 the
sample,

figure 2 is a plot, of Vie data obtained at the 1 /4-web dept'h. Only
straight lines wereaused to connect the individual data points, b,' 'Up,"
to have fit. the data to smooth curves would have made it nj, ý6difficult
to isolate the data of any one sample size f rom tlhe othets>l "From-
these dita it is evidenti `hat rerdes oa th0 ieo h D h
detonation beqa~rrtQ fade after 7 in. 'of travel in the samples.
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COMP. A CONICAL BOOSTERt

PLEXIGLAS PLATE1

SECTION A-A

TRIGGER PROSE - I
HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL SAMPLE
(A AI.319 PROPrLLANT I

PROBES AND PROBE5 WIRES

PROBES AMC) PROBE WIRESI

T~o MIME0 PPM ltm PERFORATED WITNESS PLATEI

j~~ SUPPORT BLOCKS3

Figure 1. Jetting Phenomena Test Setup.3
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The results obtained at 1/2-web depth are shown in Figure 3 and are

consistent with the preceding. The data indicate tnaT irom chf 1L1 d.Xi z.
the web toward the outer surface of th, hollow samples, the detonation
wave front is perpendicular to Ohe Ui1h4'sg -'-A 4...til rap!d fa9',C, hegins.

The data obtained at the 3/4-web depth (Figure 4) are much more
erratic than those from locations more removed from the inner surface,
They also show no correlation with core size, but do indicate that
fading begins somewhat sooner at this position, i. e., at 5 to 6 in.

The jet-velocity data (Figure 5) show some oscillatory behavior. More
important, there is evidently a correlation between the size of the

lot perforation and the velocity of the jet. It was observed that higher jet
velocities occurred at smaller core sizes. This would be expected
because the Mach interaction that produces the jet would be greatest
when the core size is minimum.

Some experin-eptal difficulty in probe placement, with the 0. 06-in. -ID
samples, prevented jet-velocity data from being obtained beyond the
4-in. distance. Probes further down the charge indicated low
velocities more typical of the values obtained within the web, and these
were assumed to have been owing to failure to reach the small core
with the probes.

From these-tests, it is concluded that the abortion of sustained detonation
- velocity is independent of core size over the 50-fold range from 0. 06-in.

to 3. O-in. ID.

3. 1.4, Z Effo-ct of Length

To determine whether the abortion of steady-state detonation is caused
by an end-effect mechanism, it is necessary to test samples that vary[ in length. In the series of tests described in Section 3. 1. 4. 1, samples
having lengths equal to 4 times the OD were used. Since the web thick-
ness was held constant, the OD varied in the same increments as the
ID, and the lengths, therefore, varied over a two-fold range. Since no
correlation was found between the location of th9 fadeout point and the
ID, it follows that no correlation existed with the sample lengths either.

SHowever, a series of tests was planned explicitly to investigate the
length effect using samples of identical cross-section (4. 50-in. OD by
1. 50-in. ID).

E
£
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Four sample lengths were tested: 18 in. (4 x OD), 22. 5 in. (5 x OD),
&al. IM ý -- OL% -WU "I. %%P -.'-1.'J AAý FawjiLqvj LZADL -LLA Ilq:lLFC11L killJ Wd. M

limited to two depths: one set inserted to 1/4-web thickness, the other
n ~to .3I4-wah thir-kneaM. P1Fpdcj1ng wai iiasti tn Rtfprii~tp thp hon'qtpi.

U shock wave, for the same reasons discussed in Section 3.4. 1. t.

Figure 6 shows the data obtained from the outer set of probes, reduced
to detonation velocity vs distance along the sample. It is evident from
these data that the sudden fading of the detonation velocity is not
cuased by an end effect. The fading begins after approximately 24 in.,
and it is therefore not observed in the two smaller lengths. It should
be noted in comparing the results for the 1. 5-in. web to those obtained
with the 1. 4-in. web, that the 0. !-in. increase in web thickness
extends the distance along the sample, through which a sustained
detonation velocity occurs, from 7 to 24 in. This shows proof that, for a
given material, the web size is the principal influence on the duration
of a sustained detonation velocity, as judged by velocity data obtained
near the outer surface of hollow samples.

Figure 7 revi.als the extraordinary detonation-velocity data obtained
from the inner set of probes. The velocities increased to near[ 7. 5rnmn/lKsec at the 24-in. distance. Again, the behavior of the deto-
nation near the inner surface of hollow cylinders is. seen to differ
significantly from that near the outer surface. The outer portion of
the web behaves more normally until the point is reached where the

L detonation fadei. Since the inner portion is relatively more erratic,
it is clear that a true steady-state sustained detonation occurs for

only a short distance and this "detonation" is in fact a transient
phenomenon.

3.1.4. 3 Effect of Web Thickness

Two samples of AAB-3189 propellant were tested that measured 8-in.SOD by 1. 5-in., ID by 32-in. long. These were fired under the same
conditions and with the same type of instrumentation as that shown in
Figure 1. The data from the two tests were self-consistent. Figure 8
shows the velocity-vs-distance record of these tests and illustrates the
behavior of detonati;on velocity in a hollow cylinder that has a web thick-
ness (3. 25 in. ) th-xt is much larger than the predicted pseudocritical web
thickness (1.3 i3i.),*

U *See Section 3. 1. 4. 4 for a discussion of the critical geometry of hollow
cylinders, and the definitin of "pseudocritical."'

f
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Th,.6-nahnit tho .nti&.p x*tmnie lonoth the velocity of the wave over the

outer half of the web remains constant (2. 8 mm/psec). At the 3/4-
web depth, tha samne veloci y is maintained for 10 in. and then the
velocity increases very rapidly to reach an eventual maximum of
9, 5 mm/l&sec. The, jet velocity increases to between 9. 6 and
9. 5 mrm/l.sec after 12. 5 in.

70 Detonation of propellant at 9, 5 mm/jgsec is difficult to accept. Since
this velocity agrees with the jet velocity, an alternative explanation
for the high velocity registered by the 3/4-web probes can be postulated,
Assume that the jet front causes ignition of propellant at the inner
surface as it proceeds down the perforation. This is reasonable,
because of the high temperature and high pressure characteristics of
the jet. Assume further that, because of the high pressure in the
perforation behind the jet front, the propellant will burn at a fast rate.

f It follows that, at a sufficient distance down the sample, enough time
would elapse between the passage of the hidh-velocity igniting jet front
and the arrival of the lower velocity reactive wave in the propellant to
permit the burning propellant surface to reach the inner probes before
the reactive wave in the propellant. Since the probes are triggered by
shorting through a highly ionized medium, they could be triggered when
the burning surface reaches them. The apparent velocity deduced
from the inner (3/4-web) probes, from that point on, should be identical
to the jet velocity, because the vector describing the regression of the
burning inner surface in the longitudinal direction is equal to the
velocity vector of the jet in the same direction (assuming a constant
radial burning-rate vector).

Assuming this hypothesis to be true, the point where the burning sur-.
face first triggered the 3/4-web probes had been ignited 45 lisec earlier

Sby the jet front. For 0. 8 in. of propellant to burn in 45 gsec requires
an average burning rate of 0. 45 mm/4sec. No propellant burning-

-7rate data have been measured near this rate. Extrapolation of the
ammonium perchlorate burning-rate expressions developed in Refer-
ence 5 yields an estimate of the pressure required to cause burning at
0.45 mm/4sec. This pressure estimnate is between 5 and 100 kbar,
using these equations respectively:

1B 0.70 sinh (1. 59 x 10- P) (17)

and 2.0 x 10 P (18)

S1 -I.7

I
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where B is the burning rate (in./sec) at pressure P (psig). Since

1?~~~- fit:-. --c;Z~a :

inferred that the required pressure is nearer the 5-kbar level. No
measurement of the static prebsure within a cvlindrical iet cavity
exists, so there is no way to determine the probability that such high -

burning rates are possible.

3. 1. 4.4 Conclusions

lii Based on the reported findings of the jetting phenomena test series, the
following conclusions are made. By all considerations, these con-'
clusions are subject to revision and correction pending further study of
this conmplex problem.

•] a. Co•re diameter does not affect the abnormal behavior of the
-i detonation wave in hollow cylindrical samnples.

b. The abnormal behavior of the detonation wave is not caused
-. by an end-effect mechanism.

c. The principal cause for'abnormal behavior of the detonation,
process in hollow cylindrical sample9 is the web thickness;
specifically, the size of the web that exceeds a pseudo-
critical value, which is defined as that size below which no
transitory sustainment occurs.

d. The mechanism that causes abnormal quenching of the deto-
nation process consists of a radial burning, directed outward
from the inner surface, which proceeds at a high rate and1I reduces the web size to below the pseudocritical value,

The last conclusion expresses the present interpretation of the test
results, which does not consider any other perturbation to steady-state
behavior than the high burning rate process. If such a process can
continue unabated, clearly no classically supercritical hollow cylinder

Sis possible. However, the duration of high pressure at a fixed distance
down the sample must certainly be finite, because the jet slug must have
finite length. Therefore it is possible that a hollow-core sample couldI-fl be made having a web sufficiently larger than the pseudocritical size

to remain supercritical after the limited burning process has consumed
a portion of the inner web srface.

1.
Iii
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The entire jetting problemn is not well, enough understood in its basic£ fundamentals to allow furth~er apeculation about this and other possi-
bilitiem. The primary questionr that remains unansw~ered is how a jet,

traveling at about twice the velocity of a detonation'j.reaction in the
'web oi a :Louow, sample, conunues to receive energy tram that reacti~on
despite the continuously in~-reasing separation of the two fronts. If
the jet velocity exceeds the detonation-wave velo-ity, steady-stateI conditions would'be impossible in hollow-core samples. This fact
alone rules out discussion of critical size and sup,~ reritical size, whonx
speaking of .the hollow cylinder. These terms need to be modified,U by using the prefix "pseudo.", Thus, pseudocritical geometry is
defined an the minimumn geomnetry in which detonation can be sustained
for a minimal distance. and pseudosupercri~tical geometry is de-
finetd as any geometry larger than the pseudocritictal geometry. This

~fl.. convention has been adopted in Section 3. 2. 1. 3, where the critical
georretry subtask considers hollow cylinders.

03.2 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION -PHASE 2 SUB TASKS

3. 2. 1 Critical Geometry (Subtask 3. 3. 2)

3. 2.1. 1 Equilateral Triangle

AAB-3 189 propellant from Batch 4EH-108 was cast into 30 equila-
teral triangular cross-section columns for testinr to determine the

critical geometry of this shape. Five samples were to be cast at each
of the following nominal sizes: 4. 05, 4.'15, 4. 25, 4. 35, 4. 45, and
4. 55-in. Modifications, to the molds before the casting took place

raised each of the sets of dimensions by approximately 0. 20 in.
which produced'a series of samples ran~ing from 4. 25- to 4. 7 5-in.

All the columnsi had a len gth-to-side ratio of 4.

By the -theory of~ critlical geometry for the equilateral triangular

C~c olumnn

b

c

side of the triangle.
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From the results of 21 tests performed with these samples (Table'3
and Figure 9)., the maximum likelihood estimate of the mean critical
Sside is 4. 50-in. The critical geometry, by Equation 19, is 2. 60 in.
Batc~h-control tests showed the critical diameter of Batch 4EH-108 to
'be equal to 2.73 in. Further analyses of these results andthose obtained
with• the other shapes is given in Section 3. 2. 1. 4.

II
3. 2.ý l. Z RectangleI
.Eg]ite , critical-geometry tests were conducted using rectangular
cross-section samples. The samples were cast from AAB-3 189 pro-
pellant 'n Batch 4FEH-l10,: which had a critical diameter of 2. 92 in.

"" j Os in, all the c-ritical-geometry tests of solid shapes, the explosive
;h o6ster crtss-section was identical to that of the acceptor.

Since the rectangle is a two-parameter shape, for these tests it was
,decided to keep the thickness constant and vary only the width of the
samples. The critical geometry is less sensitive to irn remental changes
in width ithan it is to the same changes in thickness. This is evident
by inspection ýof the defining equation:Iz~I

w7 (20)

-where w is tlhe width and t is the thickness of the rectangle. Since t
'was chbosen to be 1•75-in., Equation 20 may be written

3. 5w
0 . ... • = (21 )

4 1.75 +c

for this particular series of-tests.

The test results are -given in Table 4. The maximum likelihood esti- ,
mates of -the mean .critical width and the standard deviation are 6. 31
and 0.626 in-., respectively. By Equation 21, the critical geometry
for these rectangles is 2. 74 in.

.5''
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Table 3. Test Results, Subtask 3. 3. 2,
Equilateral Triangles.

I Triangle Side Average

Standard Result Detonation
Mean Deviation Density of Velocity
(in.) (in. ) (gm/cc) Test (nrm/lsec) Test No.

4.25 0.061 1.732 No-go -- 3.3. Z. 2
4.35 0.027 1.713 No-go 063.3.Z.3
4. 35 0. 047 1. 730 No-go -- 3. 3. . 8
4. 35 0.049 1.729 No-go -- 3. 3. 2.9
4. 37 0. 036 1. 731 No-go -- 3. 3. 2. 10
4. 38 0.030 1.729 No-go -- 3.3.2, 11
4.47 0.043 1.730 No-go -- 3. 3. Z. 12
4.48 0.039 1.732 No-go -- 3. 3. 2. 13
4.49 0.038 1.730 No-go -- 3. 3. 2.4
4. 50 0.060 1.734 Go 4. 24 3.3. Z.
4, 50 0.069 1.731 Go 4.Z5 3. 3. 5
4. 50 0.054 1.731 No-go -- 3. 3. Z. 15
4. 54 (".038 1.729 Go 4. 32 3. 3.2. 6
4. 54 0.032 1.728 Go 4. 26 3 3. 2. 16
4. 56 0.045 1.731 Go 4. 30 3 3, 3.7
4. 56 0.061 1.730 Go 4. 29 3 3. 2. 14
4. 64 0.0Z5 1.728 Go 4. 34 1. 3. 2. 21
4.67 0.054 1.730 Go 4. 31 3 3. 2. ?0
4. 67 0.065 1.7Z7 Go 4. 3 3. 3. 2. 18
4.70 0. 070 1.729 Go No data 3. 3. 2. 19
4.75 0,052 L7U9 Go 4.41 3 3. 2. 17

i
I
I

I
I
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Table 4. Test Results for Rectangular Slabs (AAB-3189)
1. 75 in. Thick by 11. 75 in. Long.

11 [ Average

Width Velocity
(in.) Result (mm/lsec) Test No.

5.00 No-go -- 3. 3.2.78
5.75* No-go -- 3. 3.2.77
5.75 No-go -- 3. 3.2.49
5.875 No-go -- 3 33. 250
5.875 No-go -- 3. 3.2.51
6.00 No-go -- 3,3.2.48
6.00 No-go - 3. 3.2.42
6.00 Go 4. 19 3. 3. Z. 37
6. 125 No-go .3.. 3, 3.Z. 46
6, 125 No-go 3. 3. Z. 47
6.Z5 No-go -- 3.3.2:.45
6.50 Go 4.38 3,3. 2.44
7.00 Go 4. Z4 3.3. Z. 43
7.75 Go 4.29 3. 3. 2. 41
9.00 Go 4.29 3.3. 2.38
9. 50 Go 4. 13 3.3. Z.40

10.00 Go 4. 26 3.3.2. 39
11.75 Go 4. 31 3.3.2..35

*Sample length = 23. 5 in.
Average density 1, 726 gm/cc

V
E,
C
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3 i. 2. 1.3 Hollow Cylinders

, J1.k-boy l uavt buen conducted on circuiar-core and
cross-core hollow cylinders. A series of tests for both of these
rh.npa. wa no•-f,,•.rl,, ,,0•.•, ero a on-cf t;;'c"¢€r - - -Variation of the sample sizes within each set was controlled by the

SOD of the samples.

The interpretation of the critical-geometry tests for hollow cylinders
is different from that employed for all other shapes tested, The dis-
cussion of jetting phenomena (Section 3. 1.4) explains the reasons for
this difference. Since the critical-geometry theory was developedP as a first-order approximation that did not consider interactions,
to evaluate the theory as it stands requires determination of the
pseudocritical geometry for hollow cylinders. The definition of thisU term previously. given is the minimum geometry below which no
sustained detonation can occur over a finite distance.

Determination of the pseudocritical size is accomplished by reducing
distance-vs-time data obtained from probes placed in the samples to a
depth equal to 1/Z-web thickness. The distance over which a sus-J
tained detonation occurs is determined from the data for those sizes in
which this behavior is observed. An estimation of the pseudocritical
size could be made from the assembled data on propagation distance
vs sample size by assuming a linear relationship and extrapolating
a best-fit line to zero propagation distance, Considering the diffi-
culty involved in obtaining an accurate propagation distance estimate,
however, and noting the high sensitivity of propagation distance to
web size (Section 3. 1. 4. 2), it is more proper to consider that the
size at which propagation occurs for approximately two web thick-Li/ nesses is a reasonable estimate of the pseudocritical size.

The results of the circular-core tests are shown in Table 5. The
critical diameter of Batch 4EH-109 material from which these were

LI cast is Z, 92-in. By the critical-geometty theory, the pseudocritical
geometry of a circular-core hollow cylinder is equal to the differ,-
ence between the OD and the ID of the pseudocritical sample.

For the 1. 5-in.-ID samples, the pseudocritical size is 4. 2 iin. OD,
which corresponds to a pseudocritical geometry of 2. 62 in, The
pseudocritical size of the 3 -in. -ID samples is 5. 6Z in. OD, which also
yields 2. 62 in. as the pseudocritical geometry,

L
{

I ,
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Table 5. Test Results, Subtask 3. 3. 2, Circular-CoreI Hollow Cylinders AAB-3189.

I I I IPropagatior~ Detonationj
ID OD Distance Veiocity5 (in ) (in. ) (il. (mmr/isec) Test No.

1. 5 4.25 1j 4.29 3.3.2.28
4,25 17 4.32 3. 3, z. 69
4.12 2.5 4.23 3. 3.2.29
4.12Z 4 4.28 3.3.2.70
'4. 00 0 -- 3.3. 2.30
4.00 0 ,- 3.3.2.71

3.88 0 -- 3.2.31
3.88 0 -- 33. 2. 7Z
3.75 0 -- 3.3. 2.32
3.75 0 -- 3. 3, Z. 73

3.62 0 -- 3. 3. 2. 33
1.5 3.62 0 -- 3.3. 2.74

3. 0 5.75 7 4.23 3. 3. 2. ZZ
3,0 5.75 8. 5 4.28 3.3. 2. 56

5. 6z 4. 5 4. Z2 3. 3. 2. 23
5.6z 5 4, 25 3. .2, 75

5.50 0 -- 3, 3. 2. 24'
5, 50 0 -- 3. 2, 55

5.38 0 3. 3.2, 25
5. 38 0 -- 3. 3. Z. 54
5. 25 0 -- 3.3. ,26
5. Z5 -- 3. 3.2.36
5. 25 0 -- 3.3 2. 53
5,12 0 3. 3. 2. Z7

3.0 5. 12 -- 3.3 Z. 5z

[

I

.1pI
...........-.- ,.,.l
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The results of tests that involved cross-core pe rforations are shown
in Table 6. The cross-shape perforation is col nposed of four squarearms of equal dimensions. By the critical-910o1 netry theory, •

" ~~(OD)c + 12

where T:c is the pseudocritical geciiAetry and (O •c is the pseudocritical
otrdiameter of a sample perforated by a I'~ae"cos of whc

the width (and length) of each arm is equal to k! a constant.

When ,A' equals 0.5 in. , the pseudocritical OD i 4. 12 in. which (by
Equation U2, gives a pseudocritical geometry oJ 2. 56 in. For.4k equal to
1. 0 in., the pseudocritical OD is 5. 50 in., whi; h also yields a value
of 2, 56 in. for the pseudocritical geometry.

S3. . .4 Conclusions

A summary of the analyzed critical-geometry r esults is given in
Table 7, which shows the calculated critical an pseudocritical
geometries for square, triangular, and rectani ,ular columns, and
hollow-core cylindrical shapes, compared with ýthe critical diameters
of the batches from which the samples wre cai .

Two attempts to find a correlation between the critical diameter and
critical geometry for all shapes are shown in I 'able 7. The difference
between critical diameter and critical geometr r does not provide a good
correlation amon. the shapes. Correlation in ;ermlr 6f differences

l does not have a strong physical justification ei, 'er.

The ratio of critical geometry to critical diam iter for each shape

is more uniform and represents a plausible m n of correlating
the critical-geometry data, Since all the tests in this subtask used
AAB-3 189 propellant, any attempt to make gen Oral conclusions re-
garding the critical-geometry theory would be iremature. The
verification tests (Subtask 3. 3. 3) using AABW3 ;Z5 propellant will
provide data that will facilitate the deterrninati )n of a proper correla-

I •tion method.

I'

i, -. 9
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Table 6. Test Results, Subtask 3. 3. Z, Cross-Core

Hollow Cylinders AAB-3 189.

i I ~~~Width r .to (
and ,tr upn. - n

LengthA* OD Distance Velocity
(in.) (in.) (in.) (mm/rsec) Test No.

13 0.5 4.z5 8.5 4.33 3,3.2.66

4. 12 8 4.23 3. 3. 2.64

4.00 0 - 3. 3.2. 63

3.88 0 -- 33.2. 67

3, 75 0 -- 3. 3.2. 65

0. 5 3.62 0 3.3. 2. 68

1.0 5.75 8. 5 4. 35 3. 3.2. 62
5.62 8. 5 4.28 3. 3.2.61

[ 5.50 6 4.29 3. 3.2.60
5. 38 0 -- 3 3. Z; 34

5.25 0 3. 3. ., 58

1.0 5.1z 0 3. 3. Z. 57

jL_

I
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Table 7. Critical and Pseudocritical Geomnetriý!s for

Various Shapes, AAB-3189.

ii! I Batch

I CriticalB Critical
Geometry, Diameter,

SO'c dcShape (in.) (in.) dc-0"¢ ac/d:

SSquare 2.49 2.71 0.22 0.92

Equilateral

I Triangle 2. 60 2.73 0. 13 0.95

Rectangle 2.74 2. 92 0. 18 0.94

I Circular -Core
Hollow Cylinder 2.6z* 2.97 0.35 0.88

Cross-Core
Hollow Cylinder 2. 56* Z. 92 0. 36 0.88

Mean'l (c/dc) = 0.9Z

I Standard Deviation 0. 03

3 •*Pseudocritical geometry

I :

I

Ia
,I

1 .. •.... ., ,, • .• .,, ,•,.. • •r,-•,• ,,,m ,... .•.,.• -. . . ., ---,. .--•-- . . ... .. . -..... . .... ..... . ...--. - -... . . .. .. ... .
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I The jettin,; phenom-enon, which perturbs the detonation of hollow
cylinders in the sizes used in this test propram, has beev, discussed
• . ... .. 1. Jo maKe any conclusions for a large, full-scale
rocket motor hoving a core size of 2 to 3 ft is still a tenuous proposi-Litinh he.- ap boo ;ino .,,a work perormed to es-

form at all in a core of this size. Should the jet be sufficiently de-
layed, or nonexistent, in a large-corH grain, there might exist a true

critical size. In other words, the introduction of the "pseudocritical."
concept to the critical-geometry theory may be necessary only when0 describing the behavior of relatively small ID grains. This important
point strongly suggests the need for large-scale critical-geometry tests
to resolve the questions regarding applicability of the theory to large
motor systems.

13.2. 2 Verification of Theory (Subtask 3. 3. 3)

The purpose of this subtask is to determine the applicability of the cri-
tical geometry theory to a material different from AAB-3 189. The pro-
pellant to be used is AAB-3225, which has 7. 1% RDX substituted for an
equal weight of ammonium perchlorate. The sample shapes to be tested
are square columns and perforated cylinders; the latter to include two
sizes of circular cores and two sizes of cross-cores.

L The molds are at the Sacramento Plant awaiting the casting operation.

Sizes were selected according to a statistical desi .n that will place
I all the testin:½ at approximately + 3 standard duviations from the esti.-

mated mean critical geometry, which is predicted by multiplying
the critical diameter of AAB-3225 by the ratio of critical .eometry to
critical diameter determined from the AAB-3189 tests (Table 7).- The
sample sizes are given in Table 8. If the theory is correct, the larger
sampl.s of any set should all be supercritical (or pseudosupercritical
in the case of the hollow samples) and the smaller samples of each

5 set should be subcritical. The present schedule calls for testin'g these
samples in January 1967.

13..2. 3 Initiation Pressure vs Pulst• Width (Subtask 3, 3. 4)

A calculation was made to estimate the velocity and thickness of an
aluminum plate that would be sufficient to initiate detonation in a 4t-in. -

diameter sample of AAB-3189 propellant. Ba,ied on this calculation,
preliminary tests will be conducted with W/E-in.-thick and 1/4-in.-thick

ti _

..,-- -
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i•,:'" • aluminum plates projected to 3500 ips. This set of conditions should
produce, in both cases, a 49. 1 kbar shock pressure' in the propellant.

i The pulse widths should be 4.0 mm for the 1/8-in, plate and 8. 0 mm

(• for the 1/4-in, plate. The event will be photographed using the 100 kv
X-ray facility available at Aerojet's Chino Hills Ordnance Laboratory.

f.•I3. 2. 4 Initiation Pressure vs Diameter (Subtask 3. 3. 5)

:;•: i. '- Through a redirectidn of the technical effort, this subtask has been4 elage to onioftests to determine the initiation criteria for

5. ~AAB-3189 (9- 2% RD•C), AAD-32Z5 (7. l~0RDX), and AAB-3267
• ~(5%/ RDX) propellants. The objective is to use these data to estimate

the initiation criterion for unadulterated propellant (ANB-3226). •

*Sensitivity investigations were conducted under AF 04(611I)-9945 with
S AAB-3 189 propellant to a diameter of 6 in. (Reference 4). From
• this study, the Hugoniot of AAB-3189 is available. The Hugoniots

of the other two forxmulations must be determined in the current !
•, rogam.Also re~rdare additional data on the attenuation of a i

Sshock wave in large plexiglas columns. These two efforts, plus the [
Scard-gap sensitivity ~ests the~mselves, comprise this subtask.

• 3. 2. 421 Hug oniot Determination

•, The method.•used to determine the 1-ugoniot of propellant is identical
•! tO that desclibed in Reference 4. The hag is peadbyalter-

i!! "....nately stackdng 1/4-in. -thick by 1-in. -diameter Plexiglas discs and
: •:"':• }0. 08-in. •hic:k by 1-in. -diameter propellant wafers to form a column

' approxi tely 1-1/2-in, high. The column is :shocked with a Compo-
• ~sition3B clindrical booster, 1 in. in diameter by 2 in. high. The

column i~ acklighted with an Argon bomb and the event is recorded
on a Becl~an; and Whitley streak camera. From the streak record,
velocities i• the Plexiglas are determined at each Plexiglas-
propella• i terface.* Average velocities in the propellant are de- •
termine 'b )divriding the propellant thickness by the time difference ;
between •e •oment the shock enters the wafer and the moment it
emerges l~t !e propellant -Plexigla s.• interface.

* The cust ~m!n• identifyin~g interfaces is to first name the material

from whhJhe shock passes, and second name the material into which
the shoc~is• transmitted.

If
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The jztreak record ýthus furnishes data f rom- which the incident-shock
jvelo~ity U. in Ple~iiglas and the aver tage transmitted shock velocity

U*1 ii propcllant are! calculated.

Theifrollowing Hugciiot of Plexiglas, used in the subsequent calcu-

I J~ftidn s, was reported in Reference 6:

P 5. 51U ~ 14. 03 U (23)

1 where P is the shock pressure in kbaý-, and U is the shock velocity in

I mmfpRsec. This e4uation can be written-

P =30.25 + -I21. 56 R (24)

where ý± is the particle velocity in mm/ 1 ±sec by usinr; the relationships:

P 10 P Uji. and p0 =1. 188 gm/cm3.

Apoint on the P (p.) propellant Rugordiot is obtained by solving these

I. U0P (25)

and6 ( + 30.25 (2 -p)(2 6)

wher to2 is tha density of the propellant and t is the incident
'particle velocity Ib Plexiglas corresponding to 'U'.. Euatior, '6 is a-
Ireflection" of the 1 ~. Plexigla5s Hugoniot about -

a. AAB-3189 Pr'opellant Hugoniot

* n the cu irent program, 'the reflection operat-;,
tically, whereas under Contract AF O4(611'1--'ý-;ý
By g-raphical reflection, the Hugoni ot for- AA B

\to be:

P =33. 27.+ 44. 45p.

P =6 ~694 U2 12. 13U -
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By mahernatical reflection, using the same data generated on SOPHY I,
the Hugon~ot for A'iB-i189 becomes:

P = 32. 18 ýL + 47.80 2 (29)

or

P = 6. 225 U2 - l1.613U (30)

* The revised Hugoniot does not significantly alter the initiation cri-
terion reported in Reference 4. Pressure valu _s calculated with the
revised Hugoniot differ from the reported data only in fractions of
one kilobar.

b. A AB-3225 Propellant Hugoniot

tTagle shows the values of: Ui and Ut calculated from the streak
records of two Hugoniot tests, the corresponding shock pressure
and particle velocities calculated~frorn the Pl~exiglas Hugoniot, and

j• the shock pressures and particle iyelocities computed for AAB-3225 by
1Hugoniot-reflection. The best-fit quadratic to the computed Hugonrot
points is:

P = Z7.38 + 62.75 2  (31)

S 4.797 U - 7. 570U (32)

Equat [o 31 is shown graphically in Figure 10 with the data points
from rhich the equation was.derived.

C . -3267 Propellant Hugoniot

Hugo: ideterminations on AAB-3267 propellant will be made in
ga~u• y ,967, as soon as cured samples become available from the
casti g ne at the Sacramento Plant.

312. 2 Plexiglas Attenuation of Shock Waves

The z s of the samples that will be tested by the card-gap techniques
(Sect o 3.2.4.3) are much larger than any other samples that have
been e ted this way. To determine the initiation criterion for each

prop jIn, formulation by the card-gap method, it is necessary that the
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3' Table 9. Ilugoniot Data for Test AAB-3225.

Measured I__Calculated- j Measured Calculated--
P. + i- PtJ MTIt

(Mrn/ksec) (kbar) (mFniIsec) (rlnn/i1sec) (kbar) (mm/4~sec)

14,85 62 1.07 5,08 75 0.85

4.66 54 0.98 4. 14 61 0.84

4, 23 39 0.78 4. 17 46 0.64

3.84 27 O.60 3.29 30 0. 53
3.63 22 0. 50 3.02 24 0.45

S3, 0 14 0,35 2.71 15 0.31

3,.02 8 0. 2z 2.68 9 0.19

I

I

iii

I., L,

'i

I
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Figure 10. flugoniot for AAB -3Z25.
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incident shock pr,'ssure at the Plexiglas-propollant interface be knowi.
To gather the information requires either the direct measuremnent

or the determination of a shock velocit~y vs disitance curve for each
size Plexiglas column. The former is an extremely difficult ex- j
periniental task when performed. Therefore,attenuation data will be,
gathered from a stacked column of i-in.-thick Plexiglas plates, The
stacked plates are required because of the unavailability anl high cost
of solid rods at the diameters demanded by this test series.

The photographic records from several tests with 8-in. .-square plates
were consistently pour in one respect. The shock wave location was
obscured near each Plexiglas interface and in som3 cases there
appeared to be severe distortion caused by the laminar column.
Since the data were Mo inadequate for uwe in determining an attenuation
curve, another approach bd to be initiated. This approach used
ionization probes to determine times-of-arrival of the shock wave
at various distances down the column.

Initiolly, several arrival, times were obtained from preliminary c,.rd-
gap tests in which the trigger probe was placed a'ý the booster-
Plexiglas .interface and the next probe was placed at tho Plexiglas-
propellant interface. To obtain velocity-attenuation (4ta over the
whole column, it is necessary to probe many interfa-es within the
column.

Teats will soon be conducted in whiLh sets of two 30-gage enameled
copper wires will be placed at various interfaces within stacks of 8-in.,
square, 9-in, square, etc., Plexiglas plates, These wire probes will
be connected through a nlixer box to a rasteroscillograph that, will
record distance-timo data. Preliminary evaluation of the use of thisIi type of probe has proven it successful. It remains to be seen whether
a large number of such probes will ,ieriously perturb the shock wave1.' attenuation raLe,

3.2.4.3 Card-Gap Sensitivity Tests

Molds have becin fabricated and the propellant and booster casting J
schedules established to prepare samples for the extended effort , 4
in this subtask. The minimum initiating shock pressure will be ale-
termined for .AAD-3189 propellant at 10-in, and 1Z-in. diameter, toiextend the SOPHY I data nearer the ideal region. Four AAB-3Z25 tests

Eetn h OH h da

I
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each will be conducted at diayneterzs of 6, 7, 8, 10, 1Z, and Z4 in. The
AAB-32~67 roaterial (critical diamneter equals approximately 10 in,
will be tosted only at 12.-ini. diameoter arid UZ-in. diameter. In each

~ ~ u oitili itv will be detern-ined out to a diamneter

at 1!,aet fo.u r tixnes the critical diarreter.

3.2. 5 Sensitivity of Unadulterated Propellant (Subtask 3. 3. 6)

It is the objective of this subtask to attempt to determine the minimurn
9 shock pressure required to initiate unadulterated propellant by t esting
9 subcritical samples, each containing a renistance probe along itsf C axis. A full discussion of the method was given in Reference Z.

The constant -current power supply 'has been checkod out. It has an exceol-
let-t response to rapidly changing loads. The resiitance probes
have been received and inspected. Sarniplei Containing axial probes
wil be cast~ in December,. The first samples will be cast with AA)3-3 189,
s ince, an esti mate of the minimumn initiating shock pressure already
exists for this propellant. These tests will evaluate the hypothesis
that the m-inimnum initiating pressure can be foutd in su~bcri~tical
testing.

L4, LARGEh CRITICAL-DIAME'TER TEill"Th

L ~4. 1 GENERALIZE~D DETONATION M~~ODEL

In the previously developed detoniation miodel for RDX-adulte rated
rpropcflunt (Reftrence 4), all hut -spot initiatiofli sites were aw~utnid1~to be contributed oither b y 1RDX particles or by other inherent sites
such as voidg, crystal defects, or heterogenxeitics. ror ccn-ve~niense,
the inherent sites were C01nsidered to be of the same density and
average uize au the RDX particles. This ass&umplltion permitted
certaini siinplificat wios iat tho modeol siic e thŽ, expressioln for the
iiuibe r of joihr wit sil us could bu coimbined wii dihhat for thle oumbor
of RDX hot-spot sites into a sini:Jlftr,

Inrality, differoixt: types of hot -ipot initiating ,iitv ay varywdlIwith respect to averagev size, density, tond distribittion; e. g. , dense.
R D X par ticles awl cast -in voids. To porrn~it cons ideration of such

differences, thev detonation model ham he en liener&3~lizod.
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T1'he niodelas reported in R.eference 1. .. -;A. VtivC grain1-
iurning radius R by

RD + ni)1/3 RDX 2 t,
RDX I R"X -P 1/3I P

XDX --RDX)

where (33)

nRX the number of RDX particles Ite unt mau-~ F

n. the number of other i.,itiati'ri sites per unit mass

[ dRDX the average diameter (4f the R] PX particleis

G = a constant

fRDf the weight fraction RDX

p thy density of the propellant

PRDX " the RDX crystal density

: ... .a n d,

SRDX the equivalent weight frac.'t,, R DX tu acctunt for otherinitiation sites. "

A generalized model, has been developed, whb1,.i in its final form atates"
that

~ d -dItl
e L d 1 (34(z 1/3 " P 1/3

[1 J
whe r L

num ber of differunt types (,| ht ..- spOt iiiti tion s ite.

iin the number of the j-th typr ý,x ites per1 unit niasm

d. the average of the L averiige s te diameters

k I
iv, '
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f. the weigvht frac tio~n of the j -th cornpoxicnt

p.1:th den.,ilty ,,;( t~hý- J-th con qpmne 'ot

t~ ~ i. = the 4Vr,,-,t4K% ,-JA the.'i cubc ;,,f thc L z_-.-craged!.-,z,.

A recent paper written by Apin and Stesik in the Russian literature
(Referenct. 7) describes the results of their investigation of the effect
that grit particles have on determining the critical diameter of an
explosive. the explosive was one that reacts by a grain-burning
mechanism. The results of their work are su-rnarized by the
following expression, which they derived,

it i- (3 5')I' ~ (n + nj)/ 3  ]
wAe r e

na = number of added grit particles per unit mass
aa

-ni = number of inherent hot-spot sites.

It can be readily seen that Equation 35 is exactly the same as the
L.-ft-hand equat0on of Equation 34. Agreement with the Russian model
lend a9 support to thý- xxnollel developed oni the SOPH-Y prograrn. It isL significant that the Russian~i used inert additives to in rease the

tnumber of hot-apot iniitiation sitesi, since this supports khe ':01HY
hypothesis that included among the iiiherent sites are those due to
heterogenvitn ies (such as aluminum patrticles) in the composite
propjellant.

4. Z CORRc.ECTIONS TO UBAST DATA 'FR.OM CD-96
AND CD-98

The fioal corrections to the blast data from the 7U-in. (harmeter testi
(CD-96) and th,' 60 -in, diaitnuter tust. (CD-98) have been made. Thei e
Cor rteitio ni reflet the results of an intensive aw€l thorough calib-ration
ofi' prOew,,ure tran fducerv , amnpl ifiers, recording system., and play..

back systern. Thu corrected pp ss4uren are approxi .ately 8% lower,
in tht nea.r s'tttions, and 50A; higler, in tho far statimis, than thor)e re -
ported previously as preliniinary data. Table 10 shows the fiinal hi.a~qt
pressure d(hi'A from both tests. Fignrf. 11 and r1. ihow the ovez'p re o nr
c.ontrihuted by th- prqopellant in Testii Cr-96 dwvd C)-98, resipectively,

i!!- r', ," '> , " ' . ..I
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5. PROPELLANT DEFECTS STUDY

5. 1 SYNTHqESIS

Studies have contin d to be conducted on the effects of various para-
meters on the qual', of porous propellant. The investi-,ations during
this period.ave focused on (1) premix and mixing-cycle sequence,
(-Cowles i)issolv~r• -speed, (3) optimum casting vacuum, (4) intro-

d ction of browing h gents, and (5) pressure-release techniques. In
a addition, tere hasbeen an investigation of the relation between sub-
m imxdensity'and so ddensity.

5.!21. 1 Pr mix and Mixing-Cycle Sequence

The mnicro pre content of the propellant was thought to be limited in
part by tho7 e steps in the mixing cycle that require blending DER into
the sui-bmix and adding aluminum to the submix to form the premix.
"These steps may cause breakage of the tiny bubbles that are formed
during the aeration step. Four batches were prepared according to
the test plan given in Table 1 1.

Table II. T• st Plan - Premnix or Mixing Cycle Study.

Batch No. Pre-mix or Mixing Techniques

1-i Cowles dissolve all ingredients except IDER and oxidizer

1-2 Cowles dissolve all ingredients except oxidizer.

1-3 Cowles dissolve all ingredients except DER and oxidizer.
Aera¶.e in the mixer with nitrogen for 30 rrim at
20 ga-.flowmeter units.

1-4 Cowles dissolve all ingredients except oxidizer.
Aerate in the mixer with nitroc; -n for 30 min at
20 gas-flowmeter units.

A coclin:4 bath was installed for Batches 1-2 and 1-4, which per-
mi.tted Cowles dissolving the catalyst into the binder with only a
few degrees rise in temperature.



Following cure of th:!se batches, samples werepep
batch for determination of the percent pore volume. i -

the results of these analyses. It can be seen that h '

ciable effect on the pore volume caused by any of the i ;
troduced into the premix or mixing techniques. The.poze Oo t~,
was, not increased either by Cowles dissolving D2ER into, dvý
in a "complete binder" technique, or by aerating thepev~
mixer.

5-.1. 2 Cowles Dissolver Speed,

Along with the "complete binder" technique, in which all ingre&-nv!ý
*except oxidizer are added, another study was made of the effr-c.' :,

Cowles Disiolver speed on the pore formation in the propellant.
Three baitcfes were cast: (1) Batch 2-1 was Cowles dissolved at

S5400 rpriýi; (2) Batch 2-2 at 3400 rpm; and (3) Batch 2-3 at 2000 Tpvý,.
tl Preliminary results at the 20 00-rpm. level show -incomplete dispersi-'1.%

of ingredien~ts. ThereforEa, future work will be done at higher speed-".il
assure comiplete rr-i-ing' -_-er all conditions. Table 13 shows the
results of t'hi s invest~igation. The percent pores were found to increaslz-.
with increa'Ses in the Cowles dissolver speed.

3, 5he17 ;a4t~i42;::, u Study

Ca§in ,of lajesmlscannot be made free of large casting pores

whenbraion lon isused. Thereforea it is desirable to determine
the hihes posibe casting vacuum that will not destroy the micro-

pores created in the propellant but will p~event formation of casting
pores, (rin rfred to as macropores). The results shown in
Tables 12 Andi 13 indicateý that a casting vacuum ol 25 -in. Hg does

desro a ý.gcpercentage of these micropores.

Asubsequnt I a i ~abatch prepared by aerating with n.`Lrogýen
through a din ered (:ss funnel fvr 12 hr at ambient temperature,
was carr# 4ut at 20-ib~. Hg. The percent pore volihme was signifi-
cantly improved over, tlat obtained d&t 25 -in. Hg vacuum, but the vacuum4 is still too high. Cux~d at 20-in." Hg, the Xropellant had a 2. 8% pore
volume (at temperatures of 1 10 0 F and 135 F) and a 1. 8% pore volume
(a cure temperature of1500 F), compared to a 6. 0%/' pore volnmne when
cured at 110 F under no vaclium.

J-
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Tab),e IU. Effect of Premix or Mix;nlg Cycle Changes

on P1ropellant Pore Volu•n.

Canting Cure Propellant Pore

Batch Vacuum Temp Density Volume

No. (in. Hg) (0 F) (gm/ml) (%)

1-1 No vacuum 110 1.6382 5.4

25 110 1.6754 3.3

25 135 1.6852 Z. 7
25 150 1.69Z8 2.2

I' No vacuumIm 110 1. 647,8 4.9

i 1-3 NO vacuum 110 1. 6478 4.9
25 110 1.6823 2. 0

25 135 1.7190 0.8
25 150 1.7185 0.9

5 1-3 No vacuum 110 1.6477 4.9

25 110 1.7Z15 0.7
25 135 1.7187 '0.8
Z 5 101.7199 10. 7

1-4 No vacu~um 110 16365.3
25 110 1.7188 0.8

15 135 1.7213 . 6
Z5 150 1.7249 0.4L

[
41~t

K
I: L
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i Tabl 13. Effect of Cowls Disolver Speed on
Percentage of Pore Content

Swc - QComplete Binder"' Methhod)

,'veCtg Ce oCowles lrlPr

Dpssolver Caimting Cure Propellant Pore
_-Speed Vacuumn Ternp Density Volume,

(,rp m) (in. Hg) (OF) (gm/mil) M%)

5400 No vacuumn 110 1. 6357 5.6
Z5 110 1.7129 1.1
2i5 135 1,7178 0.9
Z5 10 1,7304 0.1

3400 No vacuum 110 1.6362 5.5 "
25 110 1.7263 0.4
25 135 1.7213 0.6
25 150 1.7239 0.O

2000 No vacuum 210 , .6413 5.1
25 110 1.7185 0.8
Z5 135 1.7438 0.5

-Z_ 5 150 1.7ZZ3 0.6A"
I t

-- I

II
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More batches were cast of ANB-32Z6 propiLant, under castin1 g-
I vacuumi conditions that varied frorn 10- to 29-in. 1-1g. The cured

samples were analysed for percent porn, volunie, and the percent of
total potential pore cootent was ralculated using that achieved at thc
ambient-pressure casting as the reference. Figure 13 shows the results

*of this analysis. The data indicate that a vacuum.of less than 10-in.
I Hg will not affect the rnicropore conte.nt appreciably. However, it

was also noted at this low vacuum level that the inacropores are not
removed. It is possible that vibration during casting would improve this"I _ conditon.

..5... 4 Blowing Agents

Several blowing agents were used to produce gao in the propellant,
for the purpose of increasing the pore formation. These agents were

t of two types: those that vaporize easily (chloroform, methylchloro-
,form, and Freon-TF),and those that either react or decompose to. form
a gas (toluene diisocyanate/water and hydroxylamiine acid sulfate). The
first type of blowing agent is more feasible since' the blowing effect
can be controlled more readily by the vacuum and temperature of the
mixing, casting, and curing operations.

. -Chloroform was incorporated at 2 and 4% by weight of binder, and the ef -

fects on the pore content were determined from uamples cast and cured
under various conditions of temperature and pressure. The results

- are given in Table 14. A slight improvement. over the control (14.9% [

I vs 13. 4' pore content)' wts observed when pr ope'ellant containing 4%
. weight chloroform was cured at I1 00 F under atmospheric pressure,

Curing at 150'F did not increase the pore content. Under vacuum, the
-•porosity increased.

The ANB-32Z6 propellants containing Freon-TF and methylchloroform
(at 4% weight of binder) were mixed in a similar fashion. The results
are shown in Table 15. Where indicated, the propellants were cured
at 110 0 F.for 24 hr and 48 hr under atmospheric pressure prior to
vacuum cure, to preyent surface bubbling. Neither of these two agents
were as effective as .chloroform in causings pore formation.

J Neither toluene diis ocyanate (TDI)/water nor hydroxylarnine acid
sulfate were effective at the levels used: 0. 05 and 0. 1% weight of pro-
pellant for TDI/water; 0. 05, 0. 1, and 0.2 meq hydroxylamine acid3 su.lfate per gram of Paracril in the binder. The TDI/water combina-
tion forms carbon dioxide gas, and the hdyroxylarnine acid sulfate
reacts with Paracril to generate nitrogen decomposition products.
At the 0, Z meq/g level, the hydroxylamine acid sulfate shortened the

f - propellant pot life to the extent 'that the batch was uncastable,
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£ Table 14. Effect of Chlorofrm on Pore Content.

Chloroform Cure Casting Cure Pore
by Wt of Temp Vacuum Vacuum Volume
Binder (OF) (in. lg) (in. Hg) (%)

0 (control) 110 None None 13, 4

1 190 None None 14. 1
;110 15 None 9.7
150 None None 13, 0
150 15 None 5.9

,4 110 None None 14.9
11.i0 15 15* I1,1
150 None None 14. 1

150 15 15* 11.8

*.During the vacuuum cure, thepropellant surface rose and
bubbled over.

K
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Table 15. Effect of Freon-TF and Methyl chloroformn
on Pore Content. r or

Cure Casting Cure Pore
Temp Vacuum Vacuum 'VolIrne

_ _Ingredient ("F) (in. Hg) (in, 1Hg) (%)

(Control) 110 None None 13.4

Freon-TF 110 None None 13.0

lip None
--10 None 54 10.5
'110 None 10 10.0

110 10 10** '11. 6MeL~y1 ch'loroform n 1.10 None Nune 12.4

110 10 10***, 10.6
150 10 5 9.0

S4% -by weight of binder

** After 24 hr at atmospheric pressure
*A* After 48hr at atmnospheric prc.ure

"EU

Ii4
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3 5.1. 5 Gas-Preasure Technique

ANB-3Z26 bin~der was subjected~to 3000 psig of nitrogen for periods
of 3 to Z4 hr prior to propellant mixing, ýto dissolve nitrogen'in the.
binder. The results of.,this effort, (Table .16), show that a pore
content, of 15. 30/ was obtained~under these conditions; i. e., 24 hr of
:binder exposure to 3000 ps~ig nitrogen, 15-in. 1-Ig vacuum during botha cast and cure, and a cure temperature of 150 0OF. Propellant was alIso
mixed in the norm~al manner, then it was bubjected to 3000 paig nitro-
gen for 16hr prior, to cure. The effect of this treatment was to in-
_crease the pore conte Int of the cured propellant to 11- 7- 03. 6 compared
with the 7.-O-9.30/6found in the control.

5. 1. 6 Comparison of Submix Density to Solid Density.

If the measurement of t he i u~mix de~u,,t y before mi"x.i Pg could be46cor-,
4Lt~ relted "WL, PUI.,vA ~ell&*nt solid 'densities, a qualification

criterion could be established prior to mnixing. Submix densitieswere

.mxdensities, found prior toL mixing. These data a~re shown in Table 17.
This table also indicates 4that no significant increase in percent pore
volume is-achieved by the elimination of the aluminum, addition step..

5. Z ANALYSIS

LVarious techniques to provide an accurate estimate of the total surface
area, of cravked prplataebigevaluated, ao the. initial UffortLUtoward developiný) methods for total characterization o .f asuch samplesi.
A method'has .been perfected for mnicroscopically deteirrmining ethe
percent pore volume and pore-diamreter diattlibution iii porous propel-ý
lant. Data for this new aih-alytical mnethod will be reported in the sub-
sequent reports. Progress in the s'urfacv-!area i&tudies isa dis cussed in.
the following subparagraphO.

5. Z. I Moisture -A dsorption Technique~

Measurements were made of the wat er vapor equilibrium curves of
propellant samplea prepared with different-total surface areas. Three
samples were prepared from cubes of propellant. Sample A was com-
pobed of cubes Z. 24 mm/side, having a specific area of 16. 7 x,104mZ/g.
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Table 16. Effect of Dissolved Nitrogen ori Pore Conterit.

E~posure Time at Cure Ca.sting ýCure Pore

-(hr) (OF) (in. Jig) (in. H~g) (%

0 (control) 1,10 None -None 13. 4

3110 'No None 13,3

U 1.50 10 108.
12 110 iNone Non, 14.0 1

110 10 '10

IU 110 ýNone None, 12
110 1505 .

I4 150 None oe13.7

U 150I15 1505.

51.10 None_ None 1.

116, IsIS 71.O

1 50 '16 15 15, A. 1ý
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5Tabb1,,17. Effect of Subrnix and Mixing Conditions. on Pore Vulurne.'

Submik Cure Propellant -Pore
5atc ,Denmity Tamp Density :Content

o. (gXIn/Inl) () :(gmv/mi) M.) Remarks

3-1 0.915 1,10 1.594.5 Low-density
0..8 5 I 135 J.6648 3.8 submix
0.80515 ISO 1 6715 3, 34

S-0.92,60 110 1.-6488 4. 8 High -densityU'0.9260 13.5 1.6628 3.7 suibznix
0.1260 '150 .1.6621 4. 0

"f3 4:3 0.'841.5 110 1.6340 5.7 Controll 'or
6,184756 135, 1.6483 4.8 now aUb~rnix,

ý0.8475 150 1.534.6,

3-4 0.:9,145 110 1. 6441' 5. 1 Same as 3-3
0.9.145 13 ,534.6 except Al i'

0.19145 I50 .1. 6530,4., added With

3 35, 0.8406, 1i10 1. 63 09 6.8 Sane a 3A-
Q.'8406 13-5 1. 641 1 3. _Z except ýnew

b,'08406 150 16 58.1' 3.0O oubmix and ,

milxin~g im in-U valved, (control)

IF,
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SainpleB, 4. 25 mmn/side, had a specific area of 8. 1 x 1O- 'r~g,
Sample, C, was composed of cubes 7. 6.3 mm/side and had a. sp&cific
area of 6.5. x lO-4 rnz/,g.

The sampl~es were weighed in covered weighing bottles, using an
analytical balance. Weight-va time curves were obtained by'exposing
the samples in the weighing bottles to controlled atmosphereps of 60%El ~ relative humidity and 0%1 relative hurxiidity. The mioisture adsorpt~ion
waiD both rapid and reversible. The mnoisture-time ct~rves aro shownAIgin Fi Igur e 1 4. 'The three samples can ýbe readily distingusehed b'y the
initial rAte of change or by ýthe rate of approa'ch, to equilibrium,

5..2 G lehomatography9

njAn attempt he' aee mido to use'propellant samples as a chrona~to-
graphic colum i 'The 'cut samples are packed in Slaba, tubesa 3 -in.
long X''l/J-in. ýD and.p placed in a er'ryair stream." Controlled amounts

of water vapor are, injected upstream of the propellant., A moisture'
detector, placed at the exit,` and. of the aarkple tabe, supplies an electri-
cal output related, to the water-vapo otn of th e air streakm.ý Lack.
of reproducibility was e~xpe~ri encead, and the problem has been tracad
to-asmall leaks in the sybtem where Tygorm tubj;%O and rubber stoppers
"We're employed. A m~ore permanent appara~tUs is now uniier contructioni.

54.2. Gas, Adsorption

T~he surface -Area meAsuremetnta 'of propellant by gaýs Adsdto~ptidn,,re-
q~.ires an, appaxatus that consists'-of a. gas burette, sample. cor ino-r,
Uilquid containe- for vapor delivery,, andi rmanifold with vacý4urn stypecocks

'to insolate the, corriponen~tsV of tlhe oyotorn. Gaiwe' are, diacharged biy '-

dlisplacement from ~the ýas'burettej Us~ing a; mercury column ,coxizWCtad .

by rubber tubing to aý mercury, reservoir, 'The sample -is exposed Wo
gas at pressure P, which 'is maintained by delivering, gas from the
burette as adsorption occuris in the test cell. 'The amount af~gas
adsorbe d at the ,sample surface is deotermined, by the total deliverod,
volume of'.gas 'minus that quanitity tati adsorbed on the wa~lls' of the,
cellI 'and that wh ich oc Cupie, s the f ree space 'wi thin the icell. 'TheLIcor'rection £-actors are, determined, independently by making blank runs,
using nitrogen with and *.ithout the #ample, and u~sing water withor"

the, sample,
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The results from the first two samples that have been tested are
(' O°LUWAL in r igure it. The data scatter is mainly due to inability to

make the low-pressure measurements to the required degree of pre-Krin.... t -r., ihAaL!U mcthod can cuetect differences in surface
U area. Difficulties with diffusion into the propellant, which had been

expected, have not materialized at the low relative humnidities involved.

II
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